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We consider a class of second order ordinary differential equations describing
one-dimensional systems with a quasiperiodic analytic forcing term and in the
presence of damping. As a physical application one can think of a resistor–
inductor–varactor circuit with a periodicsor quasiperiodicd forcing function, even if
the range of applicability of the theory is much wider. In the limit of large damping
we look for quasiperiodic solutions which have the same frequency vector of the
forcing term, and we study their analyticity properties in the inverse of the damping
coefficient. We find that even the case of periodic forcing terms is nontrivial, as the
solution is not analytic in a neighborhood of the origin: it turns out to be Borel
summable. In the case of quasiperiodic forcing terms we need renormalization
group techniques in order to control the small divisors arising in the perturbation
series. We show the existence of a summation criterion of the series in this case
also; however, this cannot be interpreted as Borel summability. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1926208g

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the ordinary differential equation

«ẍ + ẋ + «x2 = «fsvtd, s1.1d

wherevPRd is the frequency vector,fscd is an analytic function,

fscd = o
nPZd

ein·cfn, s1.2d

with averagea=a2, with a.0 shencekfl; f0=ad, and«.0 is a real parameter. Here and hence-
forth we denote with · the scalar product inRd. By the analyticity assumption off there are two
strictly positive constantsF andj such that one hasufnuøFe−junu for all nPZd.

By writing g=1/« the equation becomes

ẍ + gẋ + x2 = fsvtd, s1.3d

which describes a nonlinear electronic circuit, known as resistor–inductor–varactor circuit, subject
to a quasiperiodic forcing function. Takingd=1 and fsvtd=a+b sin t, this equation has been
studied in Ref. 1, where, among other things, it has been found numerically that forg large enough
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there exists only one attracting periodic orbit and the corresponding period is 2p /v=2p, the same
as the forcing term. Furthermore one can prove analytically that such a periodic orbit is the only
one in a neighborhood of radiusOs1/gd around the pointsa,0d.

Here we give some further analytical support to such numerical findings. In particular we
show that, if we take as forcing term an analytic periodic function,

fscd = o
nPZ

eincfn, f0 = a . 0, s1.4d

then for« small enough there is a 2p /v-periodic solution, but this is not analytic in«=1/g in a
neighborhood the origin in the complex«-plane. We find that such a solution is Borel summable.

We also show that by considering quasiperiodic forcing terms, as ins1.3d, we still have a
quasiperiodic solution with the same frequency vectorv as the forcing term, but we can only say
in general that such a solution is analytic in a domain with boundary crossing the origin.

Finally we shall see that considering more general nonlinearities introduces no further diffi-
culties, and equations like

ẍ + gẋ + gsxd = fsvtd, lim
uxu→`

ugsxdu
uxu

= `, s1.5d

with g and f both analytic in their arguments, can be dealt with essentially in the same way.
Simply, we must impose a nondegeneracy condition on the functiong, which reads as

∃x0 such thatgsx0d = f0 andg8sx0d Þ 0. s1.6d

In the particular case of homogeneousgsxd, that isgsxd=sxp, with pù2 an integer andsPR, the
condition is automatically satisfied ifp is oddsfor any value ofsd, while it requiressf0.0 for p
even, as assumed ins1.1d.

The paper is organized as follows. For expository clearness we start with the case of periodic
forcing terms. In Secs. II and III we show that a periodic solution with frequencyv in the form of
a formal power series in« sperturbation seriesd is well defined to all orders, and it admits a natural
graphical representation. In Sec. IV we study further such a series, and we see that there is strong
evidence to show that it divergesseven if we cannot exclude convergence definitelyd. The best
bounds that we are able to provide for the coefficients grow as factorials. To obtain bounds which
allow summability of the perturbation series we must perform a suitable summation in order to
give the series a meaning. This is done in Sec. V, and the resummed series is found to represent a
2p /v-periodic solution which is Borel summable in«. To prove the latter property we rely on
Nevanlinna’s improvement of Watson’s theorem.12 In Sec. VI we consider the case of quasiperi-
odic forcing terms. We find that the perturbation series is well defined if the frequency vector of
the forcing term satisfies a Diophantine condition, and, by using renormalization group techniques
in order to deal with the small divisors problem, we find that the resummed series still converges
to a quasiperiodic solution, and it defines a function analytic in a domain containing the origin in
its boundary. We shall see that the bounds we find do not allow us any more to obtain Borel
summability, unlike the case of periodic forcing terms. In Sec. VII we discuss how to extend the
analysis to more general nonlinearitiesgsxd, by requiring the conditions1.6d to be satisfied.

The interest of the approach we propose is that it allows the use of perturbation theory which
can be very natural in problems in which a small parameter appears. In fact analyticity in« for «
close to 0sthat is ing for g large enoughd could be proved very likely with other techniquessat
least for periodic solutions in the case of periodic forcing termsd, but a naive expansion in powers
of « is prevented by the lack of analyticity in a neighborhood of the origin. On the other hand, the
perturbation series gives a very accurate description of the solution, hence it is important to know
that such a series is an asymptotic series, and its use is fully justified. Finally we mention that the
quasiperiodic solution we investigate is of physical relevance, hence it is useful to study its
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properties. For instance in the case of the aforementioned resistor–inductor–varactor circuit in Ref.
1, for damping large enough, the 2p /v-periodic solution is numerically found to attract any
trajectory which remains bounded in phase space.

The techniques we use have been recently developed for problems of Hamiltonian stability,
and are based on resummation methods that are familiar in quantum field theoryssee Ref. 7 and
references quoted thereind. Here we show that they can be useful even in non-Hamiltonian prob-
lems with viscosity acting. We leave as an open problem to show whether the formal series of the
periodic or quasiperiodic solutions are really divergent. We also note that we are not able to prove
uniqueness of the quasiperiodic solutions we find by the resummation procedure, as in that case
there is no uniqueness result as for analytic or Borel summable functions which one can rely upon.
Furthermore, both for periodic and for quasiperiodic solutions, we cannot exclude existence of
other solutions with the same rotation vector, which either are of a different form or even admit the
same formal series, without being obtained through the same resummation procedure. Problems of
the same kind were met in the study of hyperbolic lower-dimensional tori.6

II. FORMAL ANALYSIS

Consider firsts1.1d for d=1, that is

«ẍ + ẋ + «x2 = «fsvtd, s2.1d

with fscd given bys1.4d. We look for bounded solutionssif anyd which are analytic in«, that is of
the form

xstd = o
k=0

`

«kxskdstd. s2.2d

Insertings2.2d into s2.1d and equating terms of the same Taylor order we find the set of recursive
equations

ẋs0d = 0,

ẋs1d = − ẍs0d − xs0d2 + f , s2.3d

ẋskd = − ẍsk−1d − o
k1+k2=k−1

xsk1dxsk2d, k ù 2.

From the first equationszeroth orderd we obtain thatxs0d must be constant, sayxs0d=c0 with c0 to
be determined. The second equationsfirst orderd can give a bounded solution only if −c0

2+a=0,
which fixesc0=Îa=a and givesxs1dstd as a periodic function with the same period of the forcing
term,

xs1dstd = xs1ds0d +E
0

t

dt8sfsvt8d − ad. s2.4d

As eachxskdstd depends on the functionsxsk8dstd with k8,k, we expect that if there is any periodic
solution then it must have the same period as the forcing term.

To continue the analysis to all orders it is more convenient to write the recursive equations
s2.3d in Fourier space. The analysis to first order and the considerations above motivate us to write
in s2.2d,

xstd = o
k=0

`

«kxskdstd = o
k=0

`

«ko
nPZ

einvtxn
skd, s2.5d

which inserted intos2.3d gives fornÞ0,
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xn
s0d = 0,

xn
s1d =

fn

ivn
, s2.6d

xn
skd = − sivndxn

sk−1d −
1

ivn
o

k1+k2=k−1

k1,k2ù0

o
n1+n2=n

xn1

sk1dxn2

sk2d, k ù 2,

provided that one has forn=0,

0 = −x0
s0d2 + f0,

s2.7d
0 = o

k1+k2=k

k1,k2ù0

o
n1+n2=0

xn1

sk1dxn2

sk2d, k ù 1.

If we setx0
skd=ck then the first ofs2.7d fixes, as already noted,

c0 = a = Îa, s2.8d

because one hasf0=a.0, while the second ofs2.7d gives

o
k8=0

k

o
n1PZ

xn1

sk−k8dx−n1

sk8d = 0. s2.9d

The latter equation, by taking into accounts2.8d and the first ofs2.6d, can be more conveniently
written as

c1 = 0, ck = −
1

2c0
o
k8=1

k−1

o
n1PZ

xn1

sk−k8dx−n1

sk8d, k ù 2, s2.10d

which provides an iterative definition of the coefficientsck as the right-hand side depends only on
the coefficientsck8 with k8,k. To deducec1=0 we used the first ofs2.6d, which, inserted into
s2.9d for k=1, gives 2c0c1=0, hencec1=0 asc0Þ0.

The following result holds.
Lemma 2.1: Consider (2.1) with f given by (1.4). Then there exists a formal power series

solution (2.2) whose coefficients xskdstd are analytic in t. If f is a trigonometric polynomial, that is
in (1.4) one hasunuøN for some NPN, then for all kù0 the functions xskdstd are trigonometric
polynomials of orderfsk+1d /2gN, where f·g denotes the integer part. This means that one has
xn

s2kd=0 and xn
s2k−1d=0 for unu.kN.

Proof: The existence of a formal solutions2.2d, with coefficientsxskdstd analytic in t for all
kù0, follows from the analysis above. Iff is a trigonometric polynomial of degreeN, that the
coefficientsxn

skd are trigonometric polynomials with the stated properties can be proved froms2.6d
by induction onk. j

Then the functionsxskdstd are well defined to all orders. Before discussing the issue of con-
vergence of the formal power series defining such functions we look for a graphical representation
of the coefficientsxn

skd.

III. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION AND TREE FORMALISM

We start by giving some abstract definitions.
Definition 3.1 (trees): A treeu is a graph, that is a connected set of points and lines, with no
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cycle, such that all the lines are oriented toward a unique point which has only one incident line.
Such a point is called the root of the tree. All the points in a tree except the root are denoted nodes.
The line entering the root is called the root line. The orientation of the lines in a tree induces a
partial ordering relation between the nodes. We denote this relation byd, given two nodesv and
w, we shall write wdv every timev is along the path (of lines) which connects w to the root.

Given a treeu, we can identify the following subsets inu.
Definition 3.2 (endpoints): We call Esud the set of endpoints inu, that is the nodes which have

no entering line. The endpoints can be represented either aswhite bulletsor as black bullets.We
call EWsud the set of white bullets and EBsud the set of black bullets. Of course EWsudøEBsud
=Esud. With eachvPEWsud we associate amodelabel nv=0, an order label kvPZ+ and anode
factor Fv=ckv

. With eachvPEBsud we associate amode label nvPZ \ h0j, and anode factorFv
= fnv

.
Definition 3.3 (lines): We denote with Lsud the set oflines in u. Each line,PLsud leaves a

point v and enters another one which we shall denote byv8. Since, is uniquely identified withv
(the point which, leaves), we may write,=,v. With each line, we associate amomentumlabel
n,PZ and apropagator

g, = H1/sivn,d, n, Þ 0,

1, n, = 0,
J s3.1d

and we say that the momentumn, flows through the line,. The modes and the momenta are
related as follows: if,=,v one has

n, = o
i=1

sv

n,i
= o

wPEBsud
wdv

nw, s3.2d

where,1,… ,,sv
are the lines enteringv.

Definition 3.4 (vertices): We denote by Vsud the set ofverticesin u, that is the set of points
which have at least one entering line. If VsudÞx we call the vertexv0 connected to the root the
last vertexof the tree. If sv denotes the number of lines enteringv call maxvPVsud sv thebranching
number.One can have either sv=1 or sv=2. We set Vssud=hvPVsud :sv=sj for s=1, 2; of course
V1sudøV2sud=Vsud. We define also V0sud=hvPVsud :n,v

=0j; one has V0sud,V2sud. We require
that either V0sud=x or V0sud=hv0j, and that one can havevPV1sud only if n,v

Þ0. We associate
with each vertexvPVsud a node factor

Fv = 5− 1, sv = 2 and v ¹ V0sud,

− 1/2c0, sv = 2 and v P V0sud,

− sivn,v
d2, sv = 1,

6 s3.3d

which is always well defined as c0Þ0.
We call equivalent two trees which can be transformed into each other by continuously

deforming the lines in such a way that they do not cross each other.
Let Tk,n be the set of inequivalent treesu such that

s1d the number of vertices, the number of black bullets, and the order labels of the white bullets
are such that we have

k1 + k2 + k3 = k, if n Þ 0,

k1 + k2 + k3 = k + 1, if n = 0, s3.4d

if we setk1= uVsudu, k2= uEBsudu, andk3=ovPEWsudkv.
s2d The momentum flowing through the root line isn.
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We refer toTk,n as theset of trees of order k and total momentumn.
With the above definitions the following result holds.
Lemma 3.5: For all kù1 and all nÞ0 one has

xn
skd = o

uPTk,n

Valsud, Valsud = S p
,PLsud

g,DS p
vPEsudøVsud

FvD , s3.5d

whereVal:Tk,n→C is called thevalueof the tree. For kù2 and n=0 one has

x0
skd ; ck = o

uPTk,0

*Valsud, s3.6d

wherep means that there are two lines entering the last vertexv0 of u0 and neither one exits from
an endpointv with order label kv=0.

Proof: We can represent graphicallyx0
skd=ck as in Fig. 1sad, xn

s1d , nÞ0, as in Fig. 1sbd, and,
more generally,xn

skd as in Fig. 1scd.
Then the third equation ins2.6d can be represented graphically as in Fig. 2, if we associate

with the nodes and to the lines the node factors and the propagators, respectively, according to the
definitionss3.1d and s3.3d.

Analogously s2.10d is represented graphically as in Fig. 3, again if we use the graphical
representations in Fig. 1 and associate with the lines and vertices the propagatorss3.1d and the
node factorss3.3d, respectively.

Note that in this way we represent graphically each coefficientxn
skd in terms of other coeffi-

cientsx
n8
sk8d, with k8,k, so that we can apply iteratively the graphical representation in Fig. 2 until

only trees whose endpoints represent eitherxn
s1d with nÞ0 sblack bulletsd or ck are left swhite

bulletsd. This corresponds exactly to the expressions ins3.5d and s3.6d. j

To get familiar with the graphical representations3.5d and s3.6d one should try to draw the
trees which correspond to the first orders, and check that the sum of the values obtained with the
graphical rules listed above gives exactly the same analytical expression which can be deduced
directly from s2.6d and s2.10d.

For instance fork=2 we obtain forxn
s2d , nÞ0, the graphical representation in Fig. 4 and for

c2=x0
s2d the graphical representation in Fig. 5.

For k=3 we obtain forxn
s3d , nÞ0, the graphical representation in Fig. 6 and forc3=x0

s3d the
graphical representation in Fig. 7, where we have explicitly used thatc1=0.

This can be continued to higher orders. In general a treeuPTk,n looks like in Fig. 8, where for
simplicity no labels have been drawn other than the order labels of the white bullets. Note that
each node can have only one or two entering lines, while the endpoints have no entering line at all.
Moreover the momentum flowing through the line exiting a vertexv is equal to the sum of the

FIG. 1. Graphical representation ofx0
skd, xn

s1d, andxn
skd. For n=0 the latter reduces to the first graph, while fork=1 andn

Þ0 it reduces to the second graph. In the first graph the momentum is not shown as it is necessarilyn=0.

FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the third equation ins2.6d expressing the coefficientxn
skd for kù2 andnÞ0 in terms of

the coefficientsx
n8
sk8d with k8,k. In the last graph one has the constraintsk1+k2=k−1 andn1+n2=n.
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momenta flowing through the lines enteringv, according tos3.2d; this is a sort of conservation law.
The order of the tree is given by the number of vertices and black bullets plus the sum of the order
labels of the white bullets minus the number of vertices inV0sud. The latter is justuV0sudu=0 if
uPTk,n, nÞ0, anduV0sudu=1 if uPTk,0.

If a vertexv hassv=1, that is it has only one entering line,, the latter cannot come out of a
white bullet. Indeed if this occurs one should haven,v

=n,=0, henceFv=0 by s3.3d, so that the
value of the tree containing such a vertex is zero.

Given a tree as in Fig. 8 we can represent each white bullet according to the graphical
representation in Fig. 3, corresponding to the analytic formulas3.6d, and expand again the two
contributionsxn1

sk1d and xn2

sk2d as sums of trees, and so on, iteratively, until the only white bullets
which are left are the ones with order labelk=0. In this way we obtain a new graphical represen-
tation where the trees still look like those in Fig. 8, but now there are a few differences as follows:

s1d all the white bulletsvPEWsud have order labelskv=0, and
s2d there can be lines,PLsud with momentumn,=0 which come out of vertices, that isV0sud

can contain no element or more than one element.

Note that only lines coming out either from nodes inV0sud,V2sud or from white bullets have
vanishing momentum.

The order of the tree is then given by the number of elements ofVsudøEBsud minus the
number of elements ofV0sud, that isk= uVsudu+ uEBsudu− uV0sudu. Of coursev0PV0sud if and only
if the momentum of the root line is vanishing, that isuPTk,0 for somekù2. It is important to
stress that no line entering a vertexvPV0sud can come out of a white bulletswhich now has
necessarily an order label 0d, because this would be against the constraint in the sums3.6d. This
means that if two lines carrying zero momentum enter the same vertexv fso that vPV0sud
according tos3.2dg, then none of them can exit from a white bullet.

But up to these minor differences a tree representation like ins3.5d and s3.6d still holds. The
advantage of these modified rules is that now the tree values are expressed no longer in terms of
constantsck to be determined, but only in terms ofc0 which is known. A tree drawn according
these new rules is represented as in Fig. 8 withk1=k2=k3=0 sand in particular a tree of this kind
can contribute only toxn

skd with nÞ0d. Note that we could avoid drawing the order labels associ-
ated with the endpoints, as they are uniquely determined ask=0 for the white bullets andk=1 for
the black bullets. Of course, with respect to the caption of that figure, now the orderk is given by
the number of elements inVsud plus the number of elements inEBsud minus the number of
elements inV0sud.

FIG. 3. Graphical representation of the equations2.10d expressing the coefficientck for kù2 in terms of the coefficients

x
n8
sk8d with k8,k. Both k1 andk2 are strictly positive andk1+k2=k; moreovern1+n2=0.

FIG. 4. Graphical representation ofxn
s2d for nÞ0. The second contribution must be counted twice, because there is also a

tree with the white and black bullets exchanged; of course the latter has the same value.
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IV. FORMAL SOLUTIONS

The sum over the trees ins3.5d and s3.6d, with the new definition of the setTk,n given at the
end of Sec. II, can be performed by summing over all possible “tree shapes”sthat is trees without
labels orunlabeled treesd and, for a fixed shape, over all possible assignments of mode labels. In
the case of a trigonometric polynomial of degreeN the latter can be bounded bys2NduEsudu, because
each endpointv can have either a mode labelnvÞ0, with unvuøN, or the mode labelnv=0, while
the case of analytic functionssor even to obtain bounds which are uniform inNd must be discussed
a little more carefully. The number of unlabeled trees withP nodessvertices and endpointsd can be
bounded by 22P.

Recall thatVssud denotes the set of verticesv such thatsv=s; of courseV1sudøV2sud=Vsud,
andV0sud,V2sud. Analogously we can set

L0sud = h, P Lsud:n, = 0,j,

L1sud = h, P Lsud:, = ,v,v P V1sudj, s4.1d

L2sud = Lsud \ sL0sud ø L1sudd,

with the splitting made in such a way that one has

U p
vPV1sud

FvUU p
,PL1sud

g,U ø p
,PL1sud

uvn,u, U p
,PL2sud

g,U ø p
,PL2sud

1

uvn,u
,

U p
vPV0sud

FvU ø S 1

2c0
DuV0sudu

, U p
vPEWsud

FvU ø c0
uEWsudu, s4.2d

FIG. 5. Graphical representation ofc2=x0
s2d. There is no contribution with any white bullet carrying order labelk=0 and

k=1 because of the restriction in the sum appearing ins3.6d and of the fact thatc1=0, respectively.

FIG. 6. Graphical representation ofxn
s3d for nÞ0. The second and fourth contributions must be counted twice, while the

third one must be counted four times. There is no contribution with any white bullet carrying the order labelk=1 asc1

=0.
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U p
vPEBsud

FvU ø FuEBsudu p
vPEBsud

e−junvu,

where for each line, one hasun,uøovPEWsudunvu.
The following result is useful when looking for bounds on the tree values.
Lemma 4.1: Given a treeu with branching number s one hasuEsuduø ss−1duVsudu+1. If k

denotes the order of the treeu, that is uVsudu− uV0sudu+ uEBsudu=k, one has the identityuL1sudu
+ uL2sudu=k, and the boundsuV1suduøk, uV0suduøk−1, uEsuduøk and uEsudu+ uVsuduø2k−1.

Proof: It is a standard result on trees that one hasovPVsudssv−1d= uEsudu−1, so that the first
bound follows. The bounds onuV1sudu, uV0sudu, uEsudu and uEsudu+ uVsudu can be easily proved by
induction, while the identityuL1sudu+ uL2sudu=k follows from the observation that all lines inL1sud
and L2sud come out either of vertices or of black bullets, and they have nonvanishing momen-
tum. j

Hence the number of lines inL1sud is bounded byk, so that ins4.2d we can bound

S p
,PL1sud

uvn,uDS p
vPEBsud

Fe−junvuD ø S p
vPEBsud

Fe−junvu/2DS p
,PL1sud

e−jun,u/2kuvn,uD
ø S p

vPEBsud
Fe−junvu/2DS2kuvu

j
Dk

, s4.3d

and in the second line the product can be used to perform the sum over the Fourier labels—this
gives a factorFkB2

k, with B2=2e−j/2s1−e−j/2d−1—while the last factor is bounded byA1B1
kk!, for

some constantsA1 andB1.
We can bound the value of a treeu by using the boundss4.2d ands4.3d, and Lemma 4.1. If we

define

«1
−1 = maxhB1,uvu−1jmaxhc0,FB2jmaxh1,s2c0d−1j, s4.4d

with c0=Îa, and take into account that the number of unlabeled trees inTk,n is bounded by 22k−1

sbecause each tree inTk,n has at most 2k−1 nodesd, then

FIG. 7. Graphical representation ofc3=x0
s3d. The second contribution must be counted twice, while the first one must be

counted four times. There is no contribution with any white bullet carrying the order labelk=1 asc1=0.

FIG. 8. Example of tree appearing in the graphical expansionss3.5d ands3.6d. The number of lines entering any vertexv
can be only eithersv=1 or sv=2, while no line enters the endpoints. The order of the tree is given by the number of
elements inVsud \V0sud plus the number of elements inEBsud plus the sum of the order labels of the white bullets. Then,
if k1, k2, and k3 are the order labels of the white bullets in the figure, the order of the tree isk=k1+k2+k3+10 if v0

PV0sud and k=k1+k2+k3+9 if v0¹V0sud. In the latter case one must havek1.0 because of the constraint in the sum
appearing ins3.6d.
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uxn
skdu ø A1«2

−kk ! , uxskdstdu ø A1«2
−kk ! , s4.5d

where we have set«2=«12
−2.

A bound like s4.5d is obtained also in the case of forcing terms which are trigonometric
polynomials, because in general we can bound the factorsuvn,u in s4.2d only with kN ssee Lemma
2.1d, and this produces an overall bound proportional tok! Note that in that case the boundB2,
arising from the sum over the Fourier labels, can be replaced with a factor 2N, andB1 can be
replaced withuvuN.

Then we have proved the following result.
Proposition 4.2: Given the equation (2.1) with f as in (1.4), there is only one periodic solution

in the form of a formal power series, and the corresponding period is the same period2p /v as the
forcing term. The coefficients of such a formal power series satisfy the bounds (4.5).

One could ask if the factorials arising in the bounds are only a technical problem, or whether
they are a sign that the series really diverges. To orderk one can easily provide examples of trees
which grow like factorials; see for instance the tree represented in Fig. 9, where there arek−1
vertices with only one entering line. Then the corresponding value is

Valsud = sivnd2sk−1d 1

sivndk fn = sivndk−2fn, s4.6d

which behaves ask! for large k. Furthermore it is unlikely that there are cancellations with the
values of other trees because the value of any other treeuPTk,n can be proportional at most to
sivndp, with p,k−2 sstrictlyd. Hence we expect that the coefficientsun

skd, even if well defined to
all orders, grow like factorials, so preventing the convergence of the series.

The lack of analyticity is further supported by the following fact. If we considers2.1d without
the quadratic term and witha=0, that is

«ẍ + ẋ = fsvtd, f0 = 0, s4.7d

in Fourier space, we findx0=0 andivns1+i«vndxn= fn for nÞ0. Hence the equation is trivially
solvable, and it gives

xstd = o
nÞ0

fn

ivns1 + i«vnd
eivnt. s4.8d

Of course the solutionxstd of the linear equation is not analytic in« sin a neighborhood of the
origind when f is an analytic function containing all the harmonics, as each point«= i /vn repre-
sents a singularity point forxstd, and such points accumulate to the origin asn→`. Then it is
likely that also when the quadratic terms are taken into account the solution cannot be analytic.
Therefore giving a meaning to the perturbation series requires some more work, and we discuss
this next.

An important remark is that for anykù1 there is no tree whose value can be bounded worse
than proportionally to a factorial, as the estimatess4.5d show, indeed they have been obtained by
bounding separately the value of each single tree. This observation will play an important role in
the forthcoming analysis.

FIG. 9. Example of tree whose value grows as a factorial. Ifk is the order of the treeshence there arek−1 vertices and 1
black bulletd, then the value of the tree is given ins4.6d.
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V. PERIODIC FORCING TERMS

To deal completely with the case of analytic functions and prove existence of the periodic
solution, we must modify the graphical expansion envisaged in the preceding sections.

Let us come back to the equations2.1d, and write it in Fourier space. FornÞ0 and denoting
with xn the nth Fourier coefficient, we obtain

«sivnd2xn + ivn xn + « o
n1+n2=n

xn1
xn2

= «fn, s5.1d

provided that forn=0 we have

o
n1+n2=0

xn1
xn2

= 0. s5.2d

Let us rewrites5.1d as

«sivnd2xn + ivn xn + m« o
n1+n2=n

xn1
xn2

= m«fn, s5.3d

and look for a solutionxstd which is analytic inm, which suggests us to write

xstd = o
k=0

`

mkxfkgstd. s5.4d

Of course we want the valuem=1 to be inside the analyticity domain. Note also that nowxfkg, the
coefficient to orderk, has a different meaning with respect to the previous expansions1.4d in
powers of«, and for this reason with use a different symbol to denote it. We shall call the series
s5.4d the resummed series, because the coefficientsxfkgstd depend on«, and are given by the sum
of infinitely many terms of the formal seriess2.5d.

Again for k=0 we must takexn
f0g=0 for nÞ0 and fixc0;x0

f0g=Îa, with a; f0.
To orderkù1 sin md we obtain fornÞ0,

ivns1 + i«vndxn
fkg = «fndk,1 − « o

k1+k2=k−1
o

n1+n2=n

xn1

fk1gxn2

fk2g, s5.5d

while for n=0 we require

o
k1+k2=k

o
n1+n2=n

xn1

fk1gxn2

fk2g = 0. s5.6d

By settingck=x0
fkg the latter equation can be written asfcf. s2.10dg

c1 = 0, ck = −
1

2c0
o
k8=1

k−1

o
nPZ

xn
fk−k8gx−n

fk8g, k ù 2. s5.7d

Then we can proceed as in Sec. III, with some slight changes that we now explain. First of all
note thats5.5d gives fornÞ0,

xn
f0g = 0,

xn
f1g =

«fn

ivns1 + i«vnd
,
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xn
fkg = −

«

ivns1 + i«vnd o
k1+k2=k−1

o
n1+n2=n

xn1

fk1gxn2

fk2g, k ù 2. s5.8d

Then the graphical representations ofx0
fkg, xn

f1g, andxn
fkg are as in the previous case, with the only

change in the representation of the order labelssbecause of the square brackets instead of the
parenthesesd; see Fig. 10.

On the contrary the graphical representation of the third equation ins5.8d is as in Fig. 11.
At the end we obtain a tree expansion where the trees differ from the previous ones as they

contain no vertex with only one entering line. With the previous notations this means thatL1sud
=x andV1sud=x, henceVsud=V2sud. Moreover also the propagators and the node factors of the
vertices are different, ass3.1d and s3.2d must be replaced with

g, = H1/ssivn,ds1 + i«vn,dd, n, Þ 0,

1, n, = 0,
J s5.9d

and, respectively,

Fv = H− «, v ¹ V0sud,

− 1/2c0, v P V0sud,
J s5.10d

and we recall once more that only verticesv with sv=2 are allowed. Finally, the node factors
associated with the endpoints areFv=ckv

if v is a white bullet andFv=«fnv
if v is a black bullet.

As in Sec. III we can envisage an expansion in which all white bulletsv havekv=0 ssimply
by expanding iteratively in trees the white bullets of higher orderd. A tree appearing in this new
expansion is represented in Fig. 12.

With the notationss4.1d, we obtain the bounds

U p
vPVsud\V0sud

FvU ø u«uuVsudu, U p
,PLsud

g,U ø p
,PL2sud

1

uvn,uu1 + i«vn,u
,

U p
vPV0sud

FvU ø S 1

2c0
DuV0sudu

, U p
vPEWsud

FvU ø c0
uEWsudu, s5.11d

FIG. 10. Graphical representation ofx0
fkg, xn

f1g, andxn
fkg. Forn=0 the latter reduces to the first graph, while fork=1 andnÞ0

it reduces to the second graph. In the first graph the momentum is not shown as it is necessarilyn=0.

FIG. 11. Graphical representation of the second equation ins5.8d expressing the coefficientxn
fkg for kù2 andnÞ0 in terms

of the coefficientsx
n8
fk8g with k8,k. In the right-hand graph one has the constraintsk1+k2=k−1 andn1+n2=n.
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U p
vPEBsud

FvU ø FuEBsudu p
vPEBsud

e−junvu,

where we have again used the boundufnuøFe−junu, for suitablesstrictlyd positive constantsF and
j, which follows from the analyticity assumption onf.

For real« we can bound each propagator by

ug,u ø
1

uvn,u
ø

1

uvu
, s5.12d

so that the value of any treeuPTk,n can be bounded by

uValsudu ø u«ukuvu−ksmaxhc0,Fjdksmaxh1,1/2c0jdk p
vPEBsud

e−junvu, s5.13d

where we have again used Lemma 4.1. If we write

p
vPEBsud

e−junvu ø e−junu/2S p
vPEBsud

e−junvu/2D , s5.14d

we can proceed as in Sec. IV; we use the last product to perform the sum over the Fourier labels,
which gives a factorB2

k, whereas the sum over the unlabeled trees gives a factor 22k−1. At the end
we obtain

uxn
skdu ø m2

−k, uxskdstdu ø m2
−k, s5.15d

where we have setm2
−1=4uvu−1 maxh1,1/2c0jmaxhFB2,c0ju«u. Hence the radius of convergencem0

of the series expansions5.4d is bounded asm0ùm2=Os1/u«ud, so that for« small enough, say
u«u,«3=s4uvu−1 maxh1,1/2c0jmaxhFB2,c0jd−1, the valuem=1 is inside the analyticity domain.

We can summarize the results found so far as follows.
Theorem 5.1: Given the equation (2.1) with f analytic, there exists«0.0 such that for all real

« with u«u,«0 there is only one periodic solution which admits a formal expansion in powers of
«, and the corresponding period is the same period2p /v as the forcing term. An explicit bound
is «0ù«3=Osvd.

Note that ifv is very large then very large values of« are allowed.
We can investigate further the regularity properties in« of the periodic solution found in

Theorem 5.1, and see what happens for complex values of«.

FIG. 12. Example of tree appearing in the new graphical expansion. The number of lines entering any vertexv can be only
sv=2. The order of the tree is given byuBsudu− uV0sudu. All the white bullets have order labelss0d, and additionally all the
black bullets carry a labels1d; hence we can avoid drawing explicitly such labels.

FIG. 13. sad RegionCR in the complex«-plane andsbd striplike region of analyticitySB of the Borel transform. The region
CR is the union of two discs of radiusR/2 and centerss±R/2 ,0d.
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We need the following preliminary resultfsee Fig. 13sad for the regionCRg.
Lemma 5.2: Given v.0 and 0,R,1/4v let CR be the pair of discsCR=h« : uRe«−1u

.R−1j. For all «PCR and all nPZ \ h0j one hasuivns1+i«vnduùv /2.
Proof: Write «=a+ ib andx=vn, so that one hasuivns1+i«vndu= uxuÎs1−bxd2+saxd2;Fsxd.

If «PCR one has uauùb2/2R. Fix 0,A,1. If u1−bxuøA then Îs1−bxd2+saxd2ù uaxu
ùb2uxu /2Rù ubus1−Ad /2R, so thatFsxdù s1−Ad2/2R. If u1−bxuùA then Îs1−bxd2+saxd2ùA,
henceFsxdùAuxuùvA. Then chooseA=1−ÎvRù1/2; this givesFsxdùv /2. j

Now fix 0,R, R̄;«3 so small thatuvuR,1/4, and consider the corresponding domainCR.
We can apply Lemma 5.2 and deduce that any propagatorg, is bounded byug,uø2/uvu for all
«PCR.

This allows us to obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.3: There exists R.0 small enough such that in the domainCR one has the

asymptotic expansion

xstd = o
k=0

N−1

«kxskdstd + RNs«d, uRNs«du ø ABNN ! u«uN, s5.16d

where the constants A and B are uniform in N and in«.
Proof: Write xstd asxstd=xNstd+RNstd, wherexNstd is given by the sum of the firstN−1 orders

of the formal power series expansion of the solutionxstd as ins5.16d. For «PCR the functions5.4d
with m=1 is C` in «, hence we can estimateRNs«d with a bound on theNth derivative ofxstd in
CR, and this gives the bound ins5.16d. j

Of course the constantsA andB in s5.16d are explicitly computable; in particular one finds
B=Os«3

−1d.
Then we are under the assumptions where Nevanlinna’s theorem11 ssee also Ref. 12d can be

applied, and hence the series for

Bst;«d = o
k=0

`
1

k!
«kxskdstd s5.17d

converges for u«u,B fwith B given in s5.16dg and has an analytic continuation toSB

=h« :dists« ,R+d,Bj fsee Fig. 13sbdg, satisfying for some constantK the bound uBst ;«du
øKeu«u/R uniformly in everySB8 with B8,B. The functionxstd can be represented as the abso-
lutely convergent integral

xstd =
1

«
E

0

`

e−s/«Bst;sdds s5.18d

for all «PCR, and this property can be stated by saying thatxstd is Borel summablesin «d and
Bst ;«d is its Borel transform.9 This implies that the function given by the summation procedure
described in Theorem 1 is unique. Therefore we have obtained the following result, which
strengthens Theorem 1.

Theorem 5.4: The solution given by Theorem 1 is Borel summable at the origin.
Note that Watson’s theorem cannot be invoked to obtain this result because the singularities

are along the imaginary axis.
In particular if fsvtd=a+b sin t then there is a periodic solutionxstd=a+«b cost+Os«2d,

with a=Îa, which has period 2p and moves around the fixed pointsx, ẋd=sa,0d, and close to it
within Os«d. No other periodic solution analytic in« can exist.

We conclude this section with two remarks. The summation criterion envisaged in this section
is reminiscent of that usedsin a more difficult situationd in Ref. 6 for hyperbolic lower-
dimensional tori. However in that case we are not able to prove Borel summability because to
order k the bounds were likesk! da for some a.1. Neither extension to Watson’s theorem9
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analogous to the Nevanlinna–Sokal resultsas those developed in Ref. 5d can be used because the
exponenta is too large. We shall find a very similar situation in next section.

The lack of analyticity in« in a neighborhood of the origin is due to the accumulation of
singularity points along the imaginary axis in the complex«-planeswhere the quantity 1+i«vn
vanishes fornPZd. The analyticity domain is tangential to the imaginary axis, and this allows us
to apply Nevanlinna’s theorem. We find that this situation has some analogies with a different
problem, the analyticity properties of rescaled versions of some dynamical systems, such as
Siegel’s problem4 sand its linearization as considered in Ref. 10d, the standard map2 and general-
ized standard maps,3 for complex rotation numbers tending to rational values in the complex
plane. In those cases, however, only nontangential limits could be considered. Of course the
situation is slightly more complicated there, because the set of accumulating singularity points is
dense—and not only numerable as in the present case.

VI. QUASIPERIODIC FORCING TERMS

In the case of analytic quasiperiodic forcing terms, we shall assume a Diophantine condition
on the rotation vectorv, that is

uv · nu ù C0unu−t ∀ n P Zd \ h0j, s6.1d

whereunu= unu1;un1u+¯ + undu, andC0 andt are positive constants. We needtùd−1 in order to
have a nonvoid set of vectors satisfying the conditions6.1d, andt.d−1 in order to have a full
measure set of such vectors. For simplicitysand without loss of generalityd we can assumeC0

,g /2, with g=minh1,ucuj, wherec is a suitable constant to be fixed asc=−2c0, with c0=Îa.
The equation of motion can be written in Fourier space as

iv · ns1 + i«v · ndxn + « o
n1+n2=n

xn1
xn2

= «fn, s6.2d

and the formal expansion for a quasiperiodic solution with frequency vectorv reads as

xstd = o
k=0

`

«kxskdstd = o
k=0

`

«k o
nPZd

ein·vtxn
skd, s6.3d

and to see that the coefficientsxn
skd are well defined to all orderskù0 one can proceed as in Sec.

II, with no extra difficulty. In particular the Diophantine conditions6.1d is sufficient to assure
analyticity in t of the coefficientsxskdstd.

Also the graphical representation can be worked out as in Sec. III. The only difference is that
now the propagators of the lines with nonvanishing momentumn,, which is defined according to
s3.2d, with the vectors replacing the scalars, are given by 1/siv ·n,d, the node factors associated
with the verticesv with sv=1 are given byFv=−siv ·n,v

d2, and the node factors associated with
the black bulletsv are given byFv= fnv

, with nvPZd\ h0j. All the other notations remain un-
changed.

This yields that the propagators and the node factors can be bounded as ins4.2d ands4.3d, with
just a few differences of notation. More precisely one has

U p
vPV1sud

FvUU p
,PL1sud

g,U ø p
,PL1sud

uvuun,u, U p
,PL1sud

g,U ø p
,PL1sud

1

uv · n,u
ø C0

−1un,ut,

U p
vPV0sud

FvU ø S 1

2c0
DuV0sudu

, U p
vPEWsud

FvU ø c0
uEWsudu, s6.4d
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U p
vPEBsud

FvU ø FuEBsudu p
vPEBsud

e−junvu,

where the only bound which introduces a real difficulty with respect to the case of periodic forcing
terms is the second one in the first line. Indeed it is the source of a small divisors problem, which
cannot be set only through the Diophantine conditions6.1d.

To each orderk we obtain forxskdstd a bound likeABkk!maxh1,tj, where the factor 1 arises from
the propagators of the lines inL1sud and the factort from those of the lines inL2sud in s6.3d. The
last assertion is easily proved by reasoning as ins4.3d, with maxhuvuun,u ,C0

−1un,utj
ømaxhC0

−1, uvujun,umaxh1,tj replacingn,. In particular only ford=2 andt=1 we obtain the same
bound proportional tok! as in the case of periodic solutionsof course with different constantsA
andBd. Note that the vectors satisfying the Diophantine conditions6.1d with t=1 for d=2 is of
zero measure but everywhere dense. An example of vector of this kind isv=s1,g0d, whereg0

=sÎ5−1d /2 is the golden section.
However, to deal with the problem of accumulation of small divisors and discuss the issue of

convergence of the series, we need renormalization group techniques. The first step is just to
introduce a multiscale decomposition of the propagators, and this leads naturally to the introduc-
tion of clusters and self-energy graphs into the trees. The discussion can be performed either as in
Ref. 6 or as in Ref. 8sand in Ref. 7d. We choose to follow Ref. 8, which is more similar to the
present problem because the propagators are scalar quantities and not matrices. In any case, with
respect to the quoted reference, we shall use a multiscale decomposition involving only the
quantitiesuv ·n,u, that is without introducing any dependence on« in the compact support func-
tions. Indeed this is more suitable to investigate the analyticity properties in«, and, as we shall
see, we shall not need to exclude any real value of« in order to give a meaning to the resummed
series, a situation more reminiscent of Ref. 6 than of Ref. 8.

In the following we confine ourselves to outlining the main differences with respect to Ref. 8.
Let us introduce the functionscn andxn, for nù0, as in Ref. 8, Sec. 5. In particularcnsuxudÞ0
implies uxuù2−sn+1dC0 and xnsuxudÞ0 implies uxuø2−nC0. We shall define recursively therenor-
malized propagators g,

fng=gfngsv ·n, ;«d and thecountertermsMfngsv ·n ;«d on scalesn as

gf−1gsx;«d = 1, Mf−1gsx;«d = 0,

gf0gsx;«d =
c0suxud

ixs1 + i«xd
, Mf0gsx;«d = o

k=1

`

o
TPSk,0

R
VTsx;«d,

gfngsx;«d =
x0suxud ¯ xn−1suxudcnsuxud
ixs1 + i«xd + Mfn−1gsx;«d

, s6.5d

Mfngsx;«d = Mfn−1gsx;«d + x0suxud ¯ xn−1suxudxnsuxudMfngsx;«d,

Mfngsx;«d = o
k=1

`

o
TPSk,n

R
VTsx;«d,

where the set of renormalized self-energy graphsSk,n
R and the self-energy graphsVTsx;«d are

defined as in Ref. 8, Sec. 6. We have explicitly used the fact that the first contribution to the
self-energy graphs is of orderk=1 ssee Fig. 14d. Note that one hasx0suxud¯xn−1suxudxnsuxud
=xnsuxud, so that ifgfngsx;«dÞ0 then one has 2−sn+1dC0ø uxuø2−sn−1dC0.

Then one defines forkù1
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xn
fkg = o

uPTk,n

Valsud, x0
fkg ; ck = o

uPTk,0

*Valsud, s6.6d

where the tree value is defined as

Valsud = S p
,PLsud

g,
fn,gDS p

vPEsudøVsud
FvD , s6.7d

and, as before,p means that there are two lines entering the last vertexv0 of u0 and neither one
exits from an endpointv with order labelkv=0. Fork=1 the second ofs6.7d must be interpreted
asc1=0.

Furthermore one has

Mf0gsx;«d = Mf0gs0;«d + Os«2xd,

s6.8d
Mf0gs0;«d = − 2«c0 + M2

f0gs0;«d, M2
f0gs0;«d = Os«2d,

and an easy computation showsscf. Fig. 14d that

M2
f0gs0;«d = «3 1

c0
o
nÞ0

c0
2suv · nud

ufnu2

sv · nd2s1 + s«v · nd2d
+ Os«4d, s6.9d

so that in fact one hasM2
f0gs0;«d=Os«3d.

Moreover to higher scales one hasMfngsx;«d=Mfngs0;«d+Os«3xd, with

Mfngs0;«d = − «3 1

c0
o
nÞ0

o
n1+n2=n

cn1
suv · nudcn2

suv · nud
ufnu2

sv · nd2s1 + sv · nd2d
+ Os«4d,

s6.10d

so that eachMfngs0;«d is a higher order correction toMf0gs0;«d and it decays exponentially inn
sbecause of the compact support functionsd.

The following result holds.
Lemma 6.1: Assume that the renormalized propagators up to scale n−1 can be bounded as

ug,
fn,gu ø C1

−12bn, s6.11d

for some positive constants C1 and b. Then for all n8øn−1 the number Nn8sud of lines on scale
n8 in u is bounded by

Nn8sud ø K2−n8/t o
vPEBsud

unvu, s6.12d

for some positive constant K. If u«u,«0, with «0 small enough, then for all n8øn one has

uMfn8gsx;«du ø D1u«u3e−D22n8/t
, u]xM

fn8gsx;«du ø D1u«u3e−D22n8/t
, s6.13d

FIG. 14. Lower order contributions to the counterterm arising from self-energy graphs of orderk=1 andk=3. Thesdashedd
external lines do not enter into the definition of self-energy graph, and they have been drawn only with the aim of helping
to visualize the structure of the self-energy graph.
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for some C1-independent positive constants D1 and D2. Only the constant D1 depends onb. The
constant«0 can be written as«0=C1C2

−bC3, with C2 and C3 two positive constants independent of
b and C1.

Proof: The proof can be easily adapted from the proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of Ref. 8.j

So we are left with the problem of proving that the renormalized propagators satisfy the
boundss6.11d. To this end let us introduce the notation

Fsxd = F0sxd + c1s«d« + c2s«,xd«2x, F0sxd = ixs1 + i«xd, s6.14d

with x=v ·n and the functionsc1s«d andc2s« ,xd such thatc1s«d=c+c3s«d«, with cÞ0, and the
functions uc2s« ,xdu and uc3s«du bounded by a constantc8 uniformly sin « and xd. Recall thatg
=minh1,ucuj andC0,g /2.

Fix lP f0,1g. Set BRs0d=h«PC : u«u,Rj and DR,l=h«=a+ ibPBlRs0d : uauùlubuj ssee Fig.
15d. The following result refines Lemma 5.2.

Lemma 6.2: Given0,R,1/4C0, let CR be defined as in Lemma 5.2. For all«PCR and all
x one hasuF0sxduùminhC0, uxuj /2, while for all «PDR,l one hasuF0sxduùluxu /2.

Proof: Write «=a+ ib, so thatuF0sxdu= uxuÎs1−bxd2+saxd2. For «PCR setA=1−ÎC0R. If uxu
ùC0, for u1−bxuøA one hasuF0sxduù uax2uùb2x2/2RùC0/2, while for u1−bxuùA one has
uF0sxduùAuxuù uxu /2ùC0/2. If uxuøC0, for u1−bxuøA one hasuF0sxduù uax2uùC0/2ù uxu /2,
while for u1−bxuùA one hasuF0sxduùAuxuù uxu /2. For «PDR,l set A=1/2, onefinds uF0sxdu
ùluxu /2. j

Then the following result holds.
Lemma 6.3: Set x=v ·n and assumeuxuøC0. Then if R is small enough one hasuFsxdu

ùlguxu /8 for all «PDR,l.
Proof: Set F1sxd=F0sxd+c« and «=a+ ib. Then F1sxd= isx+bsc−x2dd+asc−x2d, and uFsxdu

ù uF1sxdu−c8u«u2s1+uxud. If ux+bsc−x2duù uxu /2 and ubcuù4uxu one has uF1sxduù ucuÎb2+a2/2
;uc«u /2, so that uFsxduù uc«u /4ù ucbu /4ù uxu. If ux+bsc−x2duù uxu /2 and ubcuø4uxu one has
uF1sxduùg maxhÎx2+a2, u«u /4j /2, so thatuFsxduùgÎx2+a2/4ùguxu /4. If ux+bsc−x2duø uxu /2 one
has ubsc−x2duù uxu /2 and ubcuø3uxu, which give u«u2ø3u«uÎa2+x2/gø3lRsuau+ uxud /g, and
uF1sxduù uasc−x2duù uasc−x2du /2+sluxu /2d /2ùglsuau+ uxud /4, so thatuFsxduùgluxu /8. j

Then we can come back to the bounds of the renormalized propagators, and prove the fol-
lowing result.

Lemma 6.4: If R is small enough for all nù0 and all «PDR,l the renormalized propagators
gfngsx;«d satisfy the bounds (6.11) withb=1 and C1=lC4, with a l-independent constant C4.

Proof: The proof can be done by induction onn. For n=0 the bound is trivially satisfied by
Lemma 6.2. Assuming that the bounds hold for alln8,n then we can apply Lemma 6.1 and
deduce the boundss6.13d. In turn this implies that the renormalized propagators on scalen can be
written asgfngsx;«d=1/Fsxd, with Fsxd written as ins6.14d for c=−2c0 fcf. s6.8dg, and for suitable
functionsc1s«d and c2s« ,xd, depending onn and satisfying the properties listed afters6.14d for
some n-independent constantc8. Then by Lemma 6.3 the renormalized propagatorsgfngsx;«d
satisfy the same boundss6.11d with C1=Osld for «PDR,l. j

Of course for real« the bounds6.11d is trivially satisfied, withC1=2−1C0. This follows from
Lemma 6.4 withl=1, but it is obvious independently of that result because one hasc1s«d=c«
+Os«2d, with c=−2c0PR. If we want to take also complex values of«, we have analyticity in a

FIG. 15. RegionDR,l in the complex«-plane forl=tanp /6 sad and forl=1 sbd. One can writel=tanw, wherew is the
angle between the imaginary axis and the linea=lb.
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domainD which can be written asDR=ølPf0,1gDR,l. One can easily realize that the regionCR is
contained inside the domainDR scf. Fig. 16d. Fix l=tanw, with wP f0,p /4g ssee Fig. 15d, for all
suchw the line which forms an anglew with the imaginary axisssee Fig. 15d and passes through
the origin intersects the boundary ofDR at a distanceR tanw from the origin and the boundary of
CR at a distanceRsinw. Hence we have an analyticity domain of the same form as in the case of
periodic forcing terms. Nevertheless the results found so far do not allow us to obtain Borel
summability, notwithstanding a circular analyticity domainCR is found, as the bounds which are
satisfied inside the regionCR are not uniform in« sbecause of the dependence onld.

Note thatb=1 in s6.11d is the same exponent appearing in the bounds of the propagators in
the formal expansion. To obtain uniform bounds in a domainCR, for some value ofR, we must
allow larger values ofb. The following result is obtained.

Lemma 6.5: Set x=v ·n and assumeuxu,C0. If R is small enough one hasuFsxdu.guxu2/2 for
all «PCR.

Proof: SetF1sxd=F0sxd+c« and«=a+ ib. If ux+bsc−x2duø uxu /2 one hasubsc−x2duù uxu /2 and
3uxuù ubcuù uxu /4. Hence uasc−x2duùb2uc−x2u /2Rù uxu2/16Rucu, so that one hasuF1sxduù uasc
−x2duù uacu /4+uasc−x2du /2ùgsuau+x2/16Rcd /2. On the other hand, one hasu«u2=a2+b2øa2

+9x2/c2, so thatuFsxduù uF1sxdu−2c8u«u2ù uF1sxdu /2ùgx2/2. The caseux+bsc−x2duù uxu /2 can be
discussed as in Lemma 6.3, and it givesuFsxduùguxu /4. j

Then we can prove the following result by proceeding exactly as in the proof of Lemma 8.
Lemma 6.6: If R is small enough for all nù0 and all «PCR the renormalized propagators

gfngsx;«d satisfy the bounds (6.11) withb=2 and C1 a suitable constant.
The advantage of Lemma 6.4 with respect to Lemma 6.6 is that the bound ofR is better, which

means that the domainCR contained insideDR in the first case is larger than the domainCR of the
second case. The advantage of Lemma 6.6 is that it allows uniform bounds inside the correspond-
ing domainCR to be obtained. Nevertheless, because of the factorb=2, a boundABkk!2t is
obtained for the coefficientsxskdstd of the formal solution, and a result analogous to Proposition 2
can be proved also for the present case, withN!2t replacingN!; we do not give the details as the
proof is identical. Hence the bounds that we have are not good enough to obtain Borel summa-
bility in the case of quasiperiodic forcing terms, a situation strongly reminiscent of that encoun-
tered in Ref. 6. In fact at best one can sett=1 for d=2 swhich, as noted above, corresponds to a
set of Diophantine vectors of zero measure but everywhere densed, but this in turn implies a bound
proportional toN!2, which is not enough to apply Nevanlinna’s theorem.

The conclusion is that the resummed series

xstd = o
k=0

`

mkxfkgstd, s6.15d

where the coefficientsxfkgstd are given by

FIG. 16. RegionsDR andCR in the complex«-plane,DR is the entire grey region, whileCR is the region contained inside
the two circles.
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xfkgstd o
nPZd

ein·vtxv
fkg, s6.16d

with xn
fkg defined bys6.6d, is well defined and converges. In general it is not obvious—even if

expected—thats6.15d solves the equation of motions1.1d. Indeed, unlike the case of periodic
forcing terms, we have no result, such as Nevanlinna’s theorem on Borel summability, which we
can rely upon in order to link the resummed series to the formal series. Therefore we must check
by hand that by expanding in powers of« the resummed series we recover the formal power series
s6.3d. This means that the resummed series, which in principle could be unrelated to the equation
of motion sbecause of the way it has been definedd, in fact solves such an equation. Such a
property can be proved by reasoning as in Ref. 8, Sec. 8. Again we omit the details, which can be
easily worked out.

We can summarize our results in the following statement.
Theorem 6.7: Given the equation (1.1) with f analytic in its argument andv satisfying the

Diophantine condition (6.1), there exists«0 such that for all real« with u«u,«0 there is a quasi-
periodic solution with the same frequency vector as the forcing term. Such a solution extends to a
function analytic in the domainDR shown in Fig. 16, with R=«0.

The conclusion is that the summation criterion described here gives a well defined function,
which is quasiperiodic and solves the equation of motions1.1d, but the criterion is not equivalent
to Borel summability any more. In particular the issue of whether such quasiperiodic solutions are
unique or not remains open, as in Ref. 6.

VII. EXTENSION TO MORE GENERAL NONLINEARITIES

When considering the equations1.5d the formal analysis of Sec. IIsand of Sec. VI in the case
of quasiperiodic forcing termsd can be performed essentially in the same way. If we write

gsxd = o
p=0

`
1

p!
gpsx − c0dp, gp =

dpg

dxpsc0d,

s7.1d

fgsxdgn
skd = o

p=0

`
1

p!
gp o

k1+¯+kp=k

n1+¯+np=n

xn1

sk1d
¯ xnp

skpd, k ù 0,

then the recursive equations fornÞ0 are

xn
s0d = 0,

xn
s1d =

fn

iv · n
, s7.2d

xn
skd = − siv · ndxn

sk−1d −
1

iv · n
fgsxdgn

sk−1d, k ù 2,

while the compatibility condition becomesfgsxdg0
skd= f0dk,0 for kù0. The latter fork=0 gives

gsc0d= f0, while for kù1 gives g8sc0dck+Rsc0,c1,… ,ck−1d=0, where the function
Rsc0,c1,… ,ck−1d depends on the coefficients to all ordersk8,k, hence, in particular, on the
constantsc0,… ,ck−1. Therefore the constantsck can be fixed iteratively as
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ck = −
1

g8sc0d
Rsc0,c1,…,ck−1d, s7.3d

provided that one hasg8sc0dÞ0, so that under the conditionss1.6d one has the formal solubility of
the equations of motions1.1d. Note that the first condition ins1.6d requiresf0PRansgd, and if such
a condition is satisfied then the condition on the derivative is a genericity condition. Note also that
the class of functionsgsxd which are not allowed depends onf smore precisely on its averagef0d.
For instance an explicit example of a function which does not satisfys1.6d is gsxd=3x2−2x3 if
f0=1.

The graphical representation differs from that of the preceding sections as now the number of
lines entering a vertexv can assume any valuesvPN, and if v¹V0sud the corresponding node
factor is

Fv = −
«

sv!
gsv

, s7.4d

which is bounded proportionally to some constantG to the powersv. Since ovPVsudssv−1d
= uEsudu−1øk−1 sby Lemma 4.1d this produces an overall constantG2k in the tree value. Also the
study of the convergence of both the formal series and the resummed series can then be performed
as in the previous case, and no further difficulty arises. The constantc appearing afters6.14d
becomes −g8sc0d, instead of −2c0, so that still one hascÞ0 by the assumptions1.6d.
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